
Challenges
When FJ Steyn secured a three-year civil site maintenance contract at 

Kusile power station in 2010, he purchased his first cleaning machine, a 

pelican sweeper, from Goscor Cleaning Equipment (GCE). Following a 

second cleaning contract at Arnot power station,  FJ Steyn decided 

rent all his cleaning equipment from GCE on a long term rental basis. 

In August 2013, FJ Steyn discovered the Highpoint Vacuum HPVR 1000 

cleaning truck showcased by GCE at Bauma, which was ideal for 

cleaning operations at  power stations and other industrial sites.  This is 

when he bought his first vacuum truck. 

Impressed by the quality of the HPVR 1000 truck on show,  FJ Steyn 

ordered his first machine. “The way the vacuum truck is put together is 

of a world class standard,” he says. “Apart from the fact that I could not 

import a truck at the same price nor of the same quality, I would face 

an impossible lead time of 12 months.”  He adds that GCE and 

Highpoint Vacuum put in 110% to ensure that the vacuum truck is 

simple and easy to operate. 

Solution
MRMS ordered another two HPVR1000 wet and dry vacuum trucks and 

received delivery of these vehicles during early 2016 for cleaning opera-

tions at Matla, Kusile, Arnot and other industrial sites.

“

The way the vacuum truck is 
put together is of world-class 
standard

“

~ Frederik Jacobus Steyn 
   Director of MRMS

Customer Overview
Mpumalanga Renovating Maintenance Services 

(MRMS), founded 1995, is one of the leading 

cleaning and maintenance specialist servicing 

within the local industrial cleaning, civil and 

general construction sectors. In 2015, the 

Company changed to Proprietary Limited namely 

MRMS (Pty) Ltd.  The company also obtained a 

Level 3 BEE in 2016. 

Today the company boasts a 350-strong work-

force of which 134 people work on the industrial 

cleaning side of the business alone. 
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Solution continued

GCE supplies the range of Highpoint Vacuum wet and dry trucks, which is manufactured by Highpoint Vacuum, 

specialists in building its locally designed industrial vacuum and jetting systems on standard truck chassis, 

which are homologated for on-road use in Southern Africa. 

The success of these vacuum trucks is a direct result of GCE’s four-year partnership, close cooperation and 

teamwork with Highpoint Vacuum.

Benefits
According to  FJ Steyn, quality machines and quality customer 

service is of the utmost importance for MRMS. “We therefore 

expect the same level of quality from our service providers and 

we deal with only the best,” he says. “Goscor’s equipment is far 

superior compared to any of their closest rivals and their 

service is on an equal par.”

Alongside high quality, FJ Steyn also points out that regular 

service and maintenance of the machines play a key role in 

keeping operational costs and downtime to a minimum. 

Highpoint is responsible for service and maintenance on the 

vacuum part of the trucks, which are serviced at a truck centre. 

MRMS secured a maintenance contract with GCE, which FJ 

Steyn says, ensures more output from their cleaning machines 

in the long run, which leads to maximum availability and 

ultimately lowest total cost of ownership. 

“In the event of a breakdown, Goscor ensures that the machine 

is replaced or repaired within 24 hours. I can count on Goscor 

for zero downtime because irrespective of the hour, they go 

out their way to assist us. With well-trained operators, these 

durable machines can last at least 10 years. My oldest machines 

look like they are only a year old. The all-round quality I receive 

from GCE enables me to meet my customers’ needs,” 

concludes FJ Steyn.
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Benefits

“Of all our machine suppliers, GCE has delivered the most impressive 

turnaround time for repairing equipment, irrespective of whether the 

site is in Gauteng or located as far afield as Potchefstroom or 

Polokwane. The company has proven consistently that it is unbeata-

ble when it comes to repairing machines on-site. Their technicians are 

well trained and well equipped. When the GCE technician shows up, 

we consider it done. I am guaranteed of having either a repaired 

machine or a loan unit,” affirms Johan.

Alongside excellent service, Johan also identifies GCE’s ability to 

readily make available loan units as key to further contributing to 

eliminating extended downtime at a customer’s site. “If they are 

unable to repair a machine, they supply a loan unit on the same day 

which means there is always a machine available.”

Finally, noting the company’s excellent feedback and communication, 

Johan cites the company’s Service Manager Greg Boyce and Service 

Coordinator Mvelo Msimang for their commitment in providing above 

customary services and excellent communication skills. 
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“

Goscor Cleaning Equipment 
has proven consistently that it 
is unbeatable when it comes 
to repairing machines on-site

“

~ Johann Visser
   Oryx Group National Operations Manager

When the GCE technician 
shows up, we consider it done

“

~ Johann Visser
   Oryx Group National Operations Manager

“


